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MEDIAFREEDOMINSRILANKA  

Freedom of Expression news from Sri Lanka 

State media boss assault a journalist over election coverage issue 
 

MFSL note  28th  January 2010 

 Post election clamp down on media in Sri Lanka 

 

MFSL continue to receive information  on continued threats and intimidation on media and 

journalists in  Sri Lanka in post election situation. 

 

On 28th morning Ariyarathana Atugala chairman of state controlled Sri lanka Rupavahini 

Cooperation (SLRC) assaulted programme producer Ravi  Abewikrama and threatened to 

kill him. Atugala called a open staff meeting and told them to remember that   'he is  the 

Atugala and will not allow any one to go against him'. Journalist leaders told MFSL that 

situation is very tense within the SLRC. Journalists who opposed the biased coverage of 

recently concluded presidential election  by SLRC are being harassed and they fear that 

attacks against them will continue. The Trade Union website www.unions.lk reported that  

three more journalist, namely Kanchana Marasinghe, Gamini Pushpakumara and 

Alagiyawanna facing immediate threats. MFSL sources within the SLRC confirmed this 

report.  

 

A complaint on the assault on journalist Ravi Abewikrama by the chairman Atugala has 

been sent by registered post to Kuruduwatta police station( Colombo 7) and to the 

Interpreter General of Police.  

 

Recommended action: please send letters to Chairman, SLRC  at  Fax-

0112580131 e mail  chmn@rupavahini.lk  

 

On 27th night the residence of Kurunagala correspondent of Sri Lanka Broadcasting 

cooperation, Gunarathna Liyanarchchi was attacked by unknown group. No one was injured 

in the attack but the house and property was damaged.  

 

On 27th evening journalist Sri Lal Priyantha was questioned at the hotel where opposition 

common candidate was staying. The  group was  in plain clothes but told him that hey are 

form the army.  The group followed him  while he was going home and questioned him 

again at Nugegoda.  

 

As MFSL reported earlier on 28th morning defense secretary Gotabhaya Rajapaska calling 

on his own mobile phone threatened to set fire to pro opposition newspaper Irida Lanka. 

This news has not been published by newspaper websites expect one. One news web site 

reported that a news blackout on the threat is being demanded form the newspapers. 

 

All Sinhala language news websites with critical content remains blocked in Sri Lanka. 

www.lanjaenews.com. www.lankanewsweb.com are among them. These sites have English 

and Tamil pages as well.  When contacted number of civil society activists told MFSL that 

they even cannot visit these sites via proxy servers. Meanwhile Lankaenews has made a 

open appeal to the Sri Lanka authorities to lift the ban on their site.  
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